
to the 
NSW Independent Planning Commission 

Re St Leonards South master plan

Sir, Madam

I am aware that you have been given some
terms of reference to use in your
assessment of the St Leonards South
masterplan suitability for inclusion in the St
Leonards /Crows Nest 2036 precinct plan .

While they are of some importance, they do
not help reflect the reality of the situation
on the ground and the concerns of the
surrounding areas residents about this
plan.

Firstly, I am hoping you will be visiting the
area to see it for yourselves
In case this does not happen I am sending
a USB flash drive with photos of the area
and Pacific Highway.
Picturing the density and size of the
proposed developments from street level is
rather horrifying!

I have been a resident of Greenwich for 25 



years and I love walking and exercising in
those streets of St Leonards South/
Greenwich from Anglo Rd to Canberra Ave
and appreciate the calm, green and
characterful oasis they form wedged in
between busy Pacific Highway and River
Rd.

It is becoming more and more obvious that
there is going to be a huge oversupply of
apartments in St Leonards/Crows Nest in
the next 2 to 3 years.
Thanks to several uncoordinated spot
rezonings by the 3 councils that share the
area, there are around 2000 (probably
more) apartments in the pipeline all in a
price range that the average household can
ill afford.
This is not including the over Crows Nest
metro station planned developments and
several thousands of other apartments
built in the last 2 years.

Sacrificing 138 perfectly good character
homes in St Leonards South for another
2400 expensive units that may not sell
would be so senseless.



The Council plan and developers concept
proposals (as per the two proposals with
Council since Feb 2019) naturally draw an
idyllic picture of urban renewal but only aim
to squeeze a huge number of people in a
small area and draw maximum profit.
Any suggestions of a medium density
alternative plan have been rejected for the
above reasons.

Amongst many things, they promise green
spaces and spines that will restore/
maintain the tree canopy and that
overshadowing issues have been duly
considered

Unfortunately, those who know the area do
not see the same picture at all despite the
glossy drawings.

The height, bulk and density of buildings
planned on a South facing site with
challenging topography and rocky terrain
will lead to great problems .
Overshadowing will prevent any decent
vegetation growth and if not properly
maintained,  the privately owned few 



"green" spaces between buildings will
disappear in no time.
One can often feel the Southerly winds
blowing up each street, this issue will be
exacerbated by the winds blowing through
the "tunnels" created by much taller
buildings and east west tunnels will also
appear for the same reason.
 
The fact that a lot of top soil and many
mature backyard trees will be removed
during excavation and construction is likely
to cause major water run offs and more
loss of soil in heavy rains. (more problems
for maintaining vegetation and growing
large trees)
All that construction work will completely
destroy the look and lay out of the area.

The Top Springs proposal already shows
how bulky the buildings will be (in this case
staggered but partly attached and creating
a big mass overshadowing Newlands Park
and River Rd at the bottom end of Canberra
Ave) and these are but a few of the
buildings planned.

There will of course be major traffic
problems with the one exit onto Pacific
Highway from Berry Rd to service such an
increase in density. Exiting on River Rd at
Canberra Ave is near impossible.



Water and sewerage services will reach
capacity with no upgrades planned.

The agencies reports are non committal
vague reports only hinting at potential
requirements for upgrades...
No proper research seems to have been
undertaken.

No new School is even planned at this
stage and the Royal North Shore Hospital
finally stated recently that it fears not being
able to cope with the needs of a much
increased local population.

Just as important but mostly ignored
- Affordable housing
No provision for any.
-  (Top Springs is already marketing their
project as luxury apartments)

- Housing diversity 
All apartments 1 to 3 bedrooms with
maybe a few larger most expensive
penthouses and townhouses.

- Wildlife
 a brief mention of the fact there are no
biodiversity issues is all.
It is obvious that the destruction of so  



many backyards and mature trees will have
a huge impact on the local wildlife.
The resident species might not be
endangered as such but they now are
through the potential loss of their habitat.
They are part of what makes our suburbs
so attractive.

- Heritage
This neighbourhood still contains about
80% of original homes which is quite rare in
any residential streets nowadays.
Holdsworth Ave in particular is most
attractive.
The streets are wide, lined with trees,
sandstone walls, characterful if not all
grand, homes nestled in lush surroundings
and adapted to the lay out of the land.
The area should be considered for
conservation not earmarked for destruction
regardless of its geographical position.

3 houses only, under heritage order in Park
Rd west, do not constitute heritage
conservation and they stand to be
overlooked or surrounded by all the
developments planned.

The neighbourhood holds great value as a
family friendly and safe area (with 2 no
through streets) and constitutes a 



welcome green buffer against a
background of so many high rise towers
across the railway line and the apartments
already built in Marshall Ave.

Many of those new residents would be able
to enjoy these few low density streets to
walk their children and pets safely
especially since there is little provision for
any decent green spaces elsewhere.

If higher residential density is needed at all 
(to reach those ever changing housing
targets ), why not contain it to the Pacific
Highway?
Many commercial buildings between the
railway and Greenwich Rd have lease signs
up all year round.
Converted to mixed use, they could still
offer enough commercial space for the
mostly medical businesses that occupy
them and be topped by some apartments
to a level no higher than is currently
allowed
 



The situation is now critical with
developers putting much pressure on
Council and on Department of Planning to
approve their proposals 

If, as we are told persistently, they were
never promised a R4 rezoning and their
purchasing of the land at inflated prices
was pure speculation, there should be no
reason why this plan can't be deemed
unsuitable for the area.
The quality of life of thousands of local
residents depends on it.

Thank you for allowing comments from the
public on this issue.

Regards 
Valerie Le Bihan. 


